
EMCEE - DTU

Overview:

The student team of EMCEE DTU has been performing very well in a
short span of time since its formation in 2019.

The team consists of undergraduate students from multidisciplinary
backgrounds working under the guidance of faculty advisor - Dr Yasha

Hasija, Associate Professor, Dept. of Biotechnology , DTU.

It is a matter of pride for the students of EMCEE DTU to represent our
college at different platforms, hosting key events and representing our

college in internal as well as external forums.

Purpose :

To bring together all the anchoring enthusiasts of our college and
provide them with an appropriate platform for them to polish their skills
and practice the art of handling a ceremony.

This will enable the anchoring team to form a streamlined channel and
further improve our work throughout the academic year at numerous
University Events and festivals.



Our target as a society includes the following things:

1) To train the University students in spoken arts by external and
in-house experts, bring them up to speed with the necessary
Public speaking skills to help them in all runs of life.

2) To organize numerous seminars and workshops on various
forms of the spoken art to open more doors of opportunity to
students with adequate skills and interest.

3) To make students self-dependent to host major events in
colleges to reduce the reliance on out-sourced anchors.

Goals

1. Promotion of public speaking and expression through speech
across varied genres such as formalized events, informalized events,

stand ups, townhouses etc.

2. To teach and educate the students the art of public speaking and
personal development through expressiveness and resolve.



Events and Activities planned for 2023-24

1. Weekly sessions and bi-weekly performances to boost stage
presence and content delivery.

2. Hosting an array of events in the college as well as hosting well
known public forums and events.

3. Organizing sessions on ‘How to speak and create an impact’ and
inviting varied speakers from all relevant domains to train and
assess students involved.

4. Getting more people to express themselves and give away stage
fear when they come into the college in 1st year by organizing
speaking fests.
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Events hosted in the past 6 months:

Republic day celebrations

The Republic Day hosting event was conducted by Emcee members Johnan and Vanshika with great
enthusiasm and fervor. The event was held at DTU and witnessed a large gathering of students, faculty,
and guests. The duo emcees kept the audience engaged with their witty banter, interesting anecdotes,

and thought-provoking speeches.



EngiFest 2023

The Engifest DTU hosting event was hosted by the emcee team with great energy and enthusiasm. The
events took place at the OAT, Concert Ground etc, and attracted a large number of students from various

colleges across Delhi. The Emcee students ensured that the event was conducted smoothly and
professionally, receiving widespread praise from the audience and guests.

Invictus 2023

The Invictus DTU hosting event was a 3-day long tech fest organized by the IEEE team of DTU with great



enthusiasm and fervor. The event saw a huge turnout of students from various technical institutions
across Delhi NCR. The Emcees kept the audience engaged and entertained throughout the event with
their quick wit, interesting anecdotes, and engaging activities. They also introduced and interacted with
the esteemed guests and judges, ensuring the smooth functioning of the event. The tech fest included
several technical competitions, workshops, and panel discussions, which were all conducted seamlessly

by the Emcee team

Yuvaan 2023

Yuvaan was a 3-day film and literature fest organized by the Yuvaan team of Delhi Technological
University (DTU). The event witnessed a large turnout of students and young professionals from various
colleges and universities across Delhi NCR.The event was a grand success, and the Emcee team's

efforts were widely appreciated by the audience, guests, and participants alike. Overall, Yuvaan was a
memorable experience, and the Emcee team's contributions were vital in making it a successful and

enjoyable event for everyone present.



Aarambh 2022

Aarambh was a 2-day fest organized for the freshers of Delhi Technological University (DTU). The event
was aimed at welcoming the new batch of students and making them feel at home in the university. The

hosting of the event was done by the Emcee team of DTU, who ensured that the event was lively,
entertaining, and informative.Aarambh was an excellent opportunity for the freshers to get a taste of the

university culture and feel welcomed into the DTU community, and the Emcee team's hosting was
instrumental in making the event a success.

Alumni meet( Dept. of software engineering)



Interaction sessions:

Our society organizes weekly sessions where all members of the
society gather to discuss new ideas and opportunities for upcoming
events. During these sessions, students seek advice from their

seniors on how to enhance their presence on stage.

This is where seniors and juniors interact, forming a mentor-mentee
bond which benefits both parties and helps the individual and the team

in building their confidence, creativity and synergy.

ABOUT OUR FOUNDER:



Our Founder, Mr. Rajat Sood is a stand-up comedian, poetry artist,
host, writer, song writer, creative director and vlogger. He won SONY
TV’s reality TV comedy show ‘India’s Laughter Champion’ in August

2022.

He is an exceptional entertainer whose comedy is often based on his
own experiences and observations of daily life. He has a unique style
that blends humor and sarcasm with social commentary, making his

performances both entertaining and thought provoking.




